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Estimating Missing Line Data in Illuminated
Contour-Based Markers
J. C. BARCA, S. W. TENG., and M. MORGAN

Abstract-- This paper first describes a new Multicolour Illuminated Contour-based marker, which address the occlusion
and identification problems that are associated with current optical motion capture markers. Methods that can be used in
conjunction with the new markers to: i) pre-process the marker data, ii) estimate missing marker data, iii) identify the
markers, and iv) locate the markers, are then described. Five experiments, which have been conducted to demonstrate how
effectively the new markers address the occlusion problem, are then described and the results discussed. The presented
work is important because it seeks to improve the current Marker-based optical motion capture technology which is the
most accurate and widely used form of motion capture, but which has significant problems in the areas of marker
occlusion and marker identification. Solutions to the current problems of marker occlusion and identification can be
expected to provide significant benefits for industries reliant on motion capture technology.
Index Terms—Animations, Clustering, Interpolation formulas, Video.
I.

INTRODUCTION

otion capture is the process of capturing and reconstructing real world movements of one or

Mmore subjects. Motion capture has been recognized as an important tool in many areas, such
as medical analysis [1], sports [2], and advanced control interfaces, which can be used for
tele-manipulation [3]. Optical Motion Capture (OMC) systems can generally be classified into
two categories, which are referred to as Marker-based systems and Marker-less systems. In this
research, we focus on Marker-based systems because these systems to date are most widely used,
and because they are relatively more robust and precise [4], [5].
Marker-based OMC systems use markers and optical cameras to capture the movements of
subjects. The systems can track face gestures, skin deformations and skeletal structures.
However, this research focuses on tracking skeletal structures as this is most relevant in medical
analysis, sports and control interfaces for telemanipulation.
The skeletal structure of a subject can be tracked by first distributing markers onto areas of
interest on the subject’s body, and capturing video footage of the body as it moves. The positions
of the markers are then tracked over time, by repeatedly identifying the 2-dimensional (2D)
coordinates of specific features of the markers in the sequences of frames, which constitute the
captured video footage. To reconstruct the movement of the subject, the 2D coordinates
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identified at each time step are first synthesized into 3-dimensional (3D) coordinates. 3D
coordinates from the same markers, are then linked together to form sequences of 3D
coordinates, which represent the movements of the subject over time. A sequence of images,
which portray an actor who is walking during a classical Marker-based OMC process, is shown
in Figure 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Actor walking during a classical Marker-based OMC process.

Many different marker designs have been investigated. Some markers are Passive, which
means that the identity of one marker on a position of the body cannot be differentiated easily
from the markers on other positions of the body. Others are Active, which means that the
markers do express their identities explicitly. Examples of different Passive and Active markers
include: Passive spherical retro-reflective markers, Active spherical markers with flashing Light
Emitting Diodes (LEDs), Active square markers with surface patterns, Active square markers
with a single color painted onto their surfaces and Active retro reflective mesh markers. Four of
these types of markers are shown in Figure 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. (a) Passive spherical retro-reflective marker; (b) Active square marker with surface pattern [6]; (c) Active square marker with a single
color painted onto its surface [7]; and (d) Active retro reflective mesh marker [8].

Current markers have weaknesses, which limit their respective OMC systems’ effectiveness
and efficiency. Two major weaknesses with current markers are that:
1. their designs restrict the subject’s movements;
2. they are not robust against occlusions that block the line of sight between the cameras
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and the markers.
As described above, Active markers are designed so that their identity and position on the
subject can be tracked more easily compared to Passive markers. However, the designs of current
Active markers restrict the subject’s movements. For example, the classical Active spherical
markers express their identities through flash sequences of various frequencies generated from
light-emitting diodes (LEDs) on each marker. To generate various frequencies of the flash
sequences and to synchronize the flash sequences with the shutters of the cameras, every marker
is connected with a wire to stationary computers. Such connectivity restricts the movement of the
subject. This method of expressing the identities of the Active spherical markers also produces
large quantities of video frames, which require more time to process them. Instead of using flash
sequences, other Active markers use intricate surface patterns [6] or a single color painted onto
their surfaces [7] to express their identities. Although there are no wires connecting the markers
with computers, the markers with intricate patterns still restrict the subject’s natural movements
as the markers would need to be closer than 75 centimeters from the capturing cameras for the
intricate patterns to be captured accurately. The problem with the latter markers is that they are
unable to generate enough identities to track a complete human body, unless constraints are
enforced on the movements of the user.
To achieve robust and accurate tracking in OMC systems, occlusion is one of the most
significant weaknesses to address [9]-[11]. Occlusions limit the effectiveness and efficiency of
OMC systems because they can cause marker data to go missing during the tracking process, and
make the task of determining the 3D positions of the tracked markers difficult or impossible in
some cases [9], [11]. The two main reasons for why current markers not are robust toward
occlusions are: i) the size of current markers is small (e.g. classical spherical markers are only
about 2.5 cm in diameter) and they are therefore easily occluded; and ii) when current markers
are partially occluded, their designs make the task of estimating marker positions difficult, as the
occluded information greatly increases the difficulty of locating features, which can be used to
determine where the markers are positioned. Some OMC systems attempt to minimize the
number of occlusions by using more markers. Other systems address the problem by using more
cameras. However both these approaches greatly increase the quantity of images to process and
the complexity of mapping corresponding marker images captured by the cameras. An additional
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drawback with adding extra cameras is increased cost of the OMC system.
To address the above weaknesses with current markers, we have designed a new Multicolor
Illuminated Contour-based (MIC) marker [12], [13]. Each MIC marker is constructed using
intersecting pairs of flexible illuminated glow wires which each are 3 mm thick and 16 cm long.
The two wires of a marker are of different colors and the intersection point of the two wires
denotes the exact position of a marker on the subject. The glow wires are powered by a battery
driven inverter. Two MIC markers and a battery driven inverter is shown in Figure 3.

a

b

c

Fig. 3. Two MIC markers and a battery driven inverter. Image a shows a purple and turquoise MIC marker, image b shows a red and orange MIC
marker, and image c shows a battery driven inverter.

The use of static color allows the new markers to be identified within one image, rather than
through a sequence of images, and this makes it possible to lower processing time. The use of
static colors also eliminates the need for wiring the markers to a complex computer in order to
trigger flash sequences, or to synchronize the flash sequences with the shutters of capturing
cameras. The static colors of our markers also allow them to be correctly identified further from
capturing cameras than markers, which use intricate patterns for expressing their identities. When
used on a subject, each marker’s identity is denoted by a unique color combination of its two
glow wires. There are currently 10 glow wire colors available on the market. The combination of
two different colors allows up to 55 different identities to be used in the marker system. This is
more than enough marker identities to support accurate tracking of human body postures, as it
has been shown that a human can be tracked correctly with only 16 different markers [5].
The proposed MIC markers are also designed to address the weaknesses described above due
to occlusion. MIC markers are designed to have a larger span as compared to most current
markers (e.g. the classical spherical markers) to reduce the chance for markers to be completely
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occluded. When a MIC marker is partially occluded, the visible parts of the marker’s glow wires
not only allow effective estimation of the marker’s identity using their colors, the angles in which
the visible parts of the two glow wires tend to converge also provide useful information to
effectively estimate the marker’s position on the subject using intra-frame interpolation methods.
Using intra-frame interpolation is more efficient than inter-frame interpolation methods (usually
used by current marker systems) because intra-frame method requires data in one frame, rather
than much higher volume of data from many frames, to perform various estimations.
Furthermore, intra-frame method also does not require mapping of markers from different
frames, which is a computational expensive process. If the visible parts of the MIC marker do not
provide sufficient information, inter-frame interpolation methods can still be applied to estimate
its identity or position.
As the proposed MIC markers have a radically different design than current markers, the OMC
processes used to track the markers are also different. In next section, we provide an overview of
the processes that are used to track MIC markers in 2D images. Experiments that demonstrate
how effectively the MIC markers and the OMC processes address issues related to occlusions,
are presented in Section III. Due to page limitations experiments relating to accuracy of marker
localization will not be discussed here but rather in a separate paper. Section IV concludes this
paper.
II. MAJOR PROCESSES USED TO CAPTURE AND TRACK MIC MARKERS

Input data

5. 3D
reconstruction

1. Video Pre-processing

4. Marker Localization

2. Missing Data Estimation

3. Marker Identification

Process in focus

Fig. 4. Main processes used to capture and track MIC markers.

An overview of the main processes that are used to track MIC markers in 2D images is
provided in Figure 4. Process 1 to 4 is described in greater detail below. The main focus will be
on Process 2, as missing data that is caused by occlusions, can be the main source of error in
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Marker-based OMC [9]-[11]. Process 5 will not be discussed in this paper as we use a standard
3D reconstruction process. How 3D reconstruction can be conducted, is described in [14]-[16].

A. Video Pre-processing
The aim of this process is to retain pixels that are related to the MIC markers, and to filter out
all irrelevant pixel data. The first step of this process extracts an image from the captured video
footage. In the second step, the image is scanned to classify the pixels into separate color
channels, which correspond to the colors of the MIC markers. One additional channel is specified
which corresponds to irrelevant data. In the final step, a modified K-means filter, developed to
process these markers, is used to remove noise in the pixel data that represents the MIC markers
[17]. The differences between standard K-means, and the new modified K-means noise filter, are
in the processes, which automatically identify clusters with noise and valid data.


determine how many clusters of valid data an image should have.



merge clusters that contain data from the same line segment in the same MIC marker.

An overview of the steps involved in the noise filtering process is given in Figure 5. The
individual steps are explained in greater detail below.

1. Insert centroids

2. Cluster
data

3. Split sparse
clusters

4. Delete small clusters

no
7. Merge closely
spaced lines

6. Select most
compact solution

yes

5. Has process
been repeated 10
times?

Fig. 5. Overview of the steps involved in the noise filtering process.

To initialize the modified K-means algorithm, two cluster centroids are introduced at predefined positions in the image. However, as the algorithm only performs local search, and the
determination of initial centroid positions plays a big part in the resulting cluster compositions,
the overall clustering process has to be iterated 10 times with 10 different pre-defined initial
centroid positions, to make the search mechanism more exhaustive. The pre-defined cluster
positions are selected so that the search space is covered as much as possible throughout the 10
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runs.
When the centroids have been placed into the image, the modified K-means algorithm cleans
up noise by creating clusters of pixels based on their relative spatial positions in the image.
Following the classical K-means algorithm the Euclidean distance measure is used to determine
which cluster a pixel belongs to. Each pixel is classified to a cluster, which yields the minimum
Euclidean distance between the pixel and the respective centroid. The centroid of each cluster is
updated iteratively by calculating its new coordinate as the average coordinate of the pixels in the
cluster, until it converges to a stable coordinate with a stable set of member pixels.
Cluster compactness is used to determine the optimal number of clusters for a given image.
The compactness of a cluster is determined by analyzing the number of pixels located within a
rectangular bounding-box, which is defined by the outer bound of the cluster (i.e. the pixels that
have the maximum and minimum x and y coordinates respectively). A cluster that has a lower
degree of compactness than a specified value will be split. The degree of compactness used is
20%, as it was found empirically that this is a value just below the general minimum
compactness of valid marker data in this domain.
A cluster is classified as noise if it only has low number of pixels. The minimum number of
pixels in a cluster, or the cluster size, should be set such that it minimizes the degree of false
positives (i.e. data clusters incorrectly classified as noise) and false negatives (i.e. noise clusters
incorrectly classified as data). The minimum cluster size is domain specific and is determined by
observing the number of data points usually found in a noise cluster for the type of data at hand.
In this research, the minimum number of pixels in a cluster is set to eight. This was done because
empirical results indicated that compact clusters of noise usually contain less than eight pixels,
and clusters with valid marker data usually contain more than eight pixels. The clustering,
splitting and deleting processes are repeated until the number of clusters stabilizes. When the
process has run 10 times the result of the run that produced clusters with the highest total degree
of compactness is selected.
In the last step of the clustering process, closely spaced clusters of data that belong to the same
line segment are merged. Two clusters are merged if the Euclidean distance between their
centroids is within a predefined percentage of the height of the image at hand. The percentage of
the image height was used, as this makes it possible to scale the defined distance automatically
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when different image sizes are used. The percentage was set to 15 percent based on empirical
trials.

B. Missing Data Estimation
The processes involved in finding and estimating intra-frame MIC marker data, which has been
lost due to occlusions, is described in detail in this Section. The processes used to estimate
missing data in MIC markers and classical spherical markers are fundamentally different. This is
mainly due to the different types of features that are used to locate them (e.g. the intersecting
point of line segments are used to locate MIC markers and the aim of the processes, which are
used to estimate missing data in these markers, is therefore to find missing line data. In
traditional spherical markers on the other hand, the center point of their spherical shape is used as
a means to locate the markers. The aim of the processes that are used to estimate missing data in
these markers, is therefore to obtain information, which can be used to determine the center point
of spherical shapes). An overview of the processing steps that are used to find and estimate
missing MIC marker data is shown in Figure 6, and each process is described at greater length
below.

1. Horizontal/Vertical
analysis

2. Define Source
and Target

3. Thin line and
identify missing data

4. Interpolate
missing data

Fig. 6. Processes involved in finding and estimating missing intra-frame MIC marker data.

1) Horizontal/Vertical Analysis
The Horizontal/Vertical (HV) analysis is required due to the nature of the MIC markers and is
conducted to obtain knowledge that can act as a guide for further processing. To conduct this
analysis, each line segment in an image is encapsulated into a bounding box. If the image pixels
of the line fit into a box with a greater horizontal than vertical length, then the line is regarded as
being horizontal. If the bounding box has a greater vertical than horizontal length or the vertical
and horizontal lengths are the same, then the line segment is regarded as being vertical. An
example of a horizontal line is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Bounding box

VL

HL
Fig. 7. Bounding box, where VL < HL, defining the line as horizontal. VL is the vertical length and HL is the
horizontal length of the bounding box.

2) Definition of Source and Target
Results from the HV analysis are used to assist in the determination of Source and Target
points for each line. If a line has been found to be horizontal, the image pixels within the
processed line with the minimum and maximum x pixel coordinate values are selected as Source
and Target points. If a line has been defined as vertical, then the image pixels with minimum and
maximum y coordinates are selected. Source and Target points for the horizontal line displayed
above are illustrated in Figure 8.
Source

Target

Fig. 8. A horizontal line with defined Source and Target points.

3) Line Thinning
To define the line that best fits the raw line segment data, a search that tracks and thins the raw
data into a 1 pixel wide line is propagated from Source to Target. This thinning process
constructs a new line by progressively moving a pixel unit from Source to Target, constructing a
segment of the new line along the way. For constructing each segment, the average coordinate is
derived from image pixels in y direction if the line is horizontal, whereas the average coordinate
is derived from image pixels in x direction if the line is vertical. The thinning procedure also
identifies if there is any missing data in the raw line. Figure 9 shows the line constructed by the
thinning procedure using the points shown in Figure 8.
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Fig. 9. A thinned horizontal line.

4) Intra-frame Interpolation of Missing Data
If a region with missing line data is detected during the thinning process, then an intra-frame
interpolation algorithm is initiated. Intra-frame interpolation is used because [18] indicates that
data is estimated more accurately by using interpolation than by using extrapolation, and more
accurately intra-frame than inter-frame. This focus is also held because techniques, which
supports accurate intra-frame interpolation naturally also supports improved inter-frame
interpolation.
The presented interpolation algorithm uses a combination of Moving Average (MA) and
Inverse Distance Weighted Interpolation (IDWI) to estimate the missing pixel data. We named
this hybrid algorithm MA-IDWI. This hybrid interpolation algorithm can exploit knowledge
stored in multiple known data points in order to accurately estimate missing data in MIC
markers, if multiple data points are available on each side of the missing line data. This gives
MA-IDWI an edge over IDWI, as the latter is unable to make use of knowledge from more than
two known data points in the interpolation process. MA-IDWI can also estimate missing data in
MIC markers if only one known data point is available on each side of the missing line data, and
this is not possible with traditional MA algorithms. The hybrid interpolation algorithm is
therefore more flexible than both traditional MA and traditional IDWI interpolation algorithms.
To estimate missing data in MIC markers, the hybrid MA-IDWI interpolation algorithm first
tries to interpolate the missing line data using MA, and a search ellipse is therefore defined. This
search ellipse encapsulates the area with missing line data, and two autoregressive half-plane
models (HPMs) located on each side of the missing data, which are fitted with known data. We
chose to use an ellipse size, which encapsulates the region with missing data and two HPMs that
each incorporates four known pixel coordinates. The researchers chose to incorporate four known
pixel coordinates into each HPM, because literature indicates that the greatest improvements are
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achieved when the number of known coordinates is increased from 1 to 4 [19]. The search ellipse
is illustrated in Figure 10. HPM1 is the half plane model located before the missing data and
HPM2 is the half plane model located after the missing data. x1 , x2 ...xi are known pixel
coordinates fitted to HPM1, y1 , y2 ... yi are known pixel coordinates fitted to HPM2 and






 1 ,  2 ...  i is the missing data.

HPM1 Search Ellipse HPM2






x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 1 ,  2 ...  i y1, y2 , y3 , y4

Fig. 10. Search ellipse used in the MA component of the hybrid intra-frame interpolation algorithm.

If enough known data is available to fill both HPMs, then the HPM fitted with image pixels
with lowest x or y coordinate values (depends on results from HV analysis) is used to calculate
angle values 1 , 2 and  3 between pairs of consecutive image pixels within the relevant HPM
(e.g. if the line is horizontal the HPM with the lowest x coordinate values is used to calculate
angle values, otherwise the HPM with lowest y values is used). The selected HPM calculate the
angular values by first analyzing the relationship between the pair of image pixels located
furthest away from the missing data and incrementally analyzing the relationship between pairs
of image pixels while moving towards the region with missing data. In an HPM fitted with pixel
coordinates x1 , x2 , x3 and x4 , and where pixel coordinate x1 is located furthest away from the
missing data (as in Figure 10), angle value 1 refers to the relationship between pixel
coordinates x1 and x2 . Angle value  2 refers to the relationship between pixel coordinate x2 and x3 ,
and angle value  3 refers to the relationship between pixel coordinate x3 and x4 .
To describe the angular relationship between two pixel coordinates, each of the angle
values 1 , 2 and  3 are associated with an expression containing two numbers. An example of
such an expression is (–1, 1). The first number in this expression refers to the relationship
between the two pixels in x direction, whereas the second number refers to the relationship in y
direction. A mapping model that shows how relationships between pairs of pixels are expressed
is shown in Figure 11. In this model, the pixel located furthest away from the missing data is
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located in the grid unit labeled (0, 0). The image pixel one step closer to the missing data is
located in one of the surrounding grid units.
(-1, 1)

(0, 1)

(1, 1)

(-1, 0)

(0, 0)

(1, 0)

(-1, -1) (0, -1)

(1, -1)

Fig. 11. How angular relationships between pairs of image pixels are expressed.

An  with values (-1, 1) would therefore refer to a relationship between two pixels where the
pixel located closest to the missing data is found to the upper left from the pixel located furthest
away. When angular values 1 , 2 and  3 have been found (as in HPM1 in Figure 12), the average
angle between the pixels is calculated. This average angle is then used to guide the interpolation
of the missing pixel located closest to the relevant HPM. In the case of the example illustrated in


Figure 12, this would mean that interpolated pixel I 1 would substitute 1 .

HPM1 Search Ellipse HPM2






1 ,  2 ,  3 1 ,  2 ...  i y1, y2 , y3 , y4

Fig. 12. Angular values  1 ,

 2 and  3 has been calculated in HPM1.

If there still is missing data in the search ellipse after this first pixel has been interpolated, then
the HPM fitted with data points with largest x or y pixel coordinate values is used to interpolate


the next pixel I 2 . This would in the given example mean that  i would be substituted with I 2
(see Figure 13).
HPM1

Search Ellipse


HPM2

1 ,  2 ,  3 I 1 ,  2 ...I 2 1 ,  2 ,  3


Fig. 13. Missing pixel  i has been interpolated using the average angle of 1 ,  2 and  2 in HPM2.
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To interpolate all missing data in a search ellipse, the MA algorithm alternates between using
each of the two HPMs for interpolating the missing data. This is done by iteratively updating the
relevant HPM by removing the known pixel coordinate located furthest away from the missing
data and including the newly interpolated point.
If there not is enough known data available to fill both HPMs, then IDWI is used for
interpolation instead of MA. The benefit of using IDWI in these cases is that IDWI only requires
one known pixel coordinate from each side of the region with missing line data, to interpolate the
missing information. The formula used by the IDWI component of the hybrid interpolation
algorithm is presented in (2).
To interpolate the 2D coordinates of the pixels, which forms the missing line data, the IDWI
algorithm starts off by substituting K b with the x or y value from the known pixel coordinate with
the lowest x or y value (as in MA the dimension depends on results from the HV analysis). K a is
substituted with the x or y value from the known pixel coordinate with the highest x or y value.
The IDWI algorithm then progress by counting the number of pixel units located between

K b and K a . This number is used to calculate how many percent one pixel unit constitute, of the
total size of the region with missing line data. P is then substituted with this percent value, and
the missing one dimensional coordinate value calculated according to the Equation 1. To
calculate the second dimension of the 2D coordinate, the process is repeated for the second
dimension. The resulting 2D coordinate is used to interpolate a pixel into the pixel unit located
closest to the known pixel coordinate, with the smallest x or y coordinate value. To interpolate all
the missing line data the process is repeated until the end of the hole is reached.
M  K a  K b 

P
 Kb
100

where:

M
Kb

: One dimension of missing pixel coordinate

Ka
P

: One dimension of known pixel coordinate located after missing data

: One dimension of known pixel coordinate located before missing data

: Pixel unit number between K b and K a

(1)
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C. Marker Identification
The marker identification process is necessary in order to: i) determine the location of different
body parts, ii) achieve correspondence between the tracked body parts and the objects used to
reconstruct the captured movement, and iii) to recognize body parts over time. We conduct
marker identification by first grouping closely spaced pairs of line segments with different colors
into markers (a separation of 20 pixel units or less has empirically been found to produce good
results on the processed datasets). The markers are then labeled according to the colors of the of
line segments constructing them. If a line segment is located further than 20 pixels units away
from all other segments of different colors, then the line segment is discarded from further
processing.

D. Marker Localization
The marker localization process is conducted to determine where in the captured images
particular markers are located. We localize markers by analyzing each marker in an image
separately. The process is initiated by propagating a search up the line segment with the smallest
x coordinate value. The search starts from the end of the line with smallest x coordinate values if
the line was found to be horizontal, and the end of the line with the smallest y coordinate values
if the line was found to be vertical. The search propagates through line segments in increments of
five pixel units. Increments of five pixel units are used because this number has been found
empirically to produce a good trade off between accuracy and processing speed. The aim of the
search process is to first find pixels within the second line of the marker, that are located less
than 10 pixel units away. When a pixel that is located less than 10 pixel units away is found, a
“fine search” procedure is initiated. This “fine search” procedure aims to find pixels within the
second line of the marker, which are closer than five pixel units away, and propagates through
the line in one step increments rather than in five step increments. Pixels that are located less
than five pixel units away are stored and their mean coordinate used to determine the location of
the marker. The process is repeated for all markers in the dataset.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS
Four experiments are presented in this section. All these experiments investigate how robust
the new MIC markers and the processes that are used to track them are towards occlusions. The
focus is still set on the occlusions problem, because this problem is one of the most significant
problems for Marker-based OMC today [9]-[11].
The first experiment compares the performance of the devised hybrid MA-IDWI interpolation
algorithm with the following algorithms: Grid Filling (GF), Manhattan Routing (MR), fourlayered Non-Manhattan Routing (Non-MR), and Bézier splines (B-splines). The MA-IDWI
algorithm is compared to these alternative algorithms, because literature states that they have
been successfully used to generate lines between known 2D points. (Good descriptions of GF can
be found in [20], [21], while thorough descriptions of MR are given in [22], [23], Non-MR is
described in detail in [27], [25], and descriptions of B-splines are provided in [26], [27].) This
experiment evaluates how accurately the different algorithms interpolate missing line data intraframe, as line segments with missing data are increasingly bent. The second experiment measures
how large occlusions that can be located directly above the intersecting point of line segments in
MIC markers, before we are unable to identify and locate the markers. The last two experiments
directly compare how many occlusions that are generated when MIC markers and traditional
spherical markers, which are used by state of the art Marker-based OMC systems such as Vicon,
are worn by a human subject. We do not compare the MIC markers to the other marker systems
that have been discussed in this paper as spherical markers are most widely used.
All the image data that was processed in these experiments was captured with optical video
cameras. The images include MIC markers of different colors, and they have an identical size of
720x576 pixels and a resolution of 72 pixels per inch. The image format is BMP. All image data
was pre-processed with the methods described in Section II, before the experiments were
conducted.
The MIC markers, and names of all methods that have been used in the motion capture system,
are referred to in Italics throughout the remaining parts of this paper. This is done to make it easy
to distinguish between the technologies that have been devised as part of this research, and the
existing technologies that are used to compare their performance.
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A) Comparing the Performance of Interpolation Techniques as Line Segments with Missing
Data are Increasingly Bent
This experiment explores how accurately MA-IDWI, MR, Non-MR, GF, and B-splines recreate
missing data in increasingly bent line segments. To investigate this is important, as the line
segments will have some degree of bending most of the time when the MIC markers are attached
to a human body. To investigate the issue, an illuminated line segment was captured onto images
12 times, while it was increasingly bent. For each run the bending was increased with 10°,
starting with 0° in run one, and ending at 110° in run 12. 30 known data points were then
removed from the line segment in each of the captured images. This removed data was used as
ground truth. The missing data was then interpolated with each of the interpolation algorithms.
The results produced by each interpolation algorithm are presented in Figure 14. One can
observe that the results are comparable when there is a small amount of bending, and that MAIDWI produced the best results in all runs when the bending was increased beyond 70°. One can
also observe that there are large deviations in the quality of the results produced by MR. These
large deviations occur, because the quality of the results depend on how the corners of the
rectilinear lines (produced by MR) align with the bending of the line segment (see Figure 15).
Known data is plotted as black continuous lines, ground truth data is represented by gray
continuous lines, and the rectilinear lines generated by MR is shown as black stippled lines. One
can observe that the discrepancy between the rectilinear line and the ground truth data, is small in
line a, where the corner of the rectilinear line is aligned with the bending of the line segment.
One can also observe that the discrepancy is large in line b, were the corner of the rectilinear line
not is aligned with the bending of the line segment.
The mean ASE produced throughout the experiment is shown in Figure 16. One can observe
that MA-IDWI produced the best overall results with a mean ASE of 99.72 pixel units from
ground truth. One can also observe that B-splines produced the second best overall result with a
mean ASE of 138.09. This shows that there is a clear difference between the mean results
produced by the two algorithms, as B-splines generated a mean ASE of 38.37 more than MAIDWI. This therefore shows that MA-IDWI was a good choice. The three remaining algorithms
produced poorer results. MR produced a mean ASE of 181.81, which is an ASE of 43.72 pixel
units more than the mean ASE produced by B-splines. Non-MR produced similar results as MR,
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with a mean ASE of 184.18. GF produced the worst overall result, with a mean ASE of 205 pixel
units from ground truth.
ASE in Bending Experiment
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Fig. 14. Errors as the amount of bending increases.
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Fig. 15. Difference in quality of results when MR is used.
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Fig. 16. Mean ASE in the line bending experiment.

B) Tolerated Size of Marker Occlusions
This experiment was designed to measure how large occlusions can be before we are unable to
correctly identify and locate the markers when the occlusion is located directly above the
intersecting point of line segments in MIC markers. Six different MIC markers were mounted on
a flat board to prepare for data collection. Square occlusions of 0.5 square centimeters were then
placed on top of the intersection point of the line segments in the MIC markers. The six MIC
markers were then captured five times onto different images while the board they were mounted
on was moved to random positions from the capturing camera, with the minimum distance being
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one meter away and the maximum distance being five meters away. This process was repeated 15
times with the size of the square objects increasing from 0.5 cm² to 7.5 cm² across runs (width
and length of the objects was incrementally increased with 0.5 cm). This resulted in a total of 450
processed markers for this experiment. Results from this experiment are presented in Figure 17.

Found MIC Markers

Found Occluded MIC Markers
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5
Occlusion Size (cm²)

Fig. 17 Correctly found MIC markers as the size of occlusions increases.

One can observe that the number of correctly processed markers naturally decreases as
occlusion sizes increase, and that 63.33% of the 30 MIC markers still are correctly identified and
located when the occlusion size is 3 cm². This is a good result compared to results displayed by
traditional spherical markers, as these typically are 2.5 cm in diameter and therefore would have
been completely hidden by this kind of occlusion. (It is impossible to locate traditional spherical
markers such as the ones used by Vicon intra-frame, when occlusions have a size beyond the
vertical gray dashed line displayed in Figure 17.) One can also observe that approximately one
third of the MIC markers are correctly processed when the size of the occlusions is 5 cm². When
occlusions of 7.5 cm² were introduced, the marker identification and localization algorithms still
managed to process two of 30 markers correctly. This shows that the new MIC markers and the
devised processing methods, support correct processing when occlusions are three times larger
than the size of the markers used by state of the art Marker-based OMC systems such as Vicon.
This in turn proves the feasibility of using MIC markers when there are large occlusions.

C ) Robustness toward Occlusions when a Subject Walks Straight
This experiment was designed to investigate if the new MIC markers generate fewer occlusions
than traditional spherical markers such as the ones used by Vicon, when a human subject walks
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in a straight line. A marker is regarded as being occluded if no part of it can be observed in a
captured image. The experiment was conducted by first distributing 16 different MIC markers
onto key positions of a human body. The body then walked straight through a scene surrounded
by four cameras in one complete walk cycle, while video footage was captured at 24 frames per
second (fps) from all four cameras. When the video footage had been captured, the MIC markers
were replaced with spherical markers and the process was then repeated. (The spherical markers
were positioned at the exact same locations as the MIC markers.)
The number of occlusions that were generated in the camera system, as the body walked
through the scene, is shown in Figure 18. Each graph has been generated from data captured
across 79 time steps, as it took 3.3 seconds for the human subject to walk through the scene. A
total of 316 images have therefore been analyzed to generate each graph, as four images were
captured at each time step. One can observe that the MIC markers generated the lowest number
of occlusions throughout the capturing process. This strongly indicates that the MIC markers are
more robust towards occlusions than classical spherical markers, when they are used to capture
normal human gait. The mean number of occlusions also strongly indicates that this is the case,
as an average of 25.7 occlusions were generated per time step when MIC markers were used, and
an average of 34.7 occlusions were generated when classical spherical markers were used. This is
an average difference of nine occlusions per time step.
A T-test was conducted to investigate the statistical significance of the results. A null
hypothesis, which assumes that there is no difference between the compared results, was used.
The results are significantly different if this null hypothesis can be rejected. To determine if equal
or unequal variance should be assumed in this T-test, an F-test is conducted. F-test shows that
the variance in the dataset generated by the spherical markers is 9.321, and the variance in the
dataset generated by the MIC markers was 1.813. As a result, unequal variance is assumed when
conducting T-test. The T-test was conducted at a confidence level of 0.05. This implies that the
null hypothesis could be rejected if the generated probability (P) value was below 0.05.
Otherwise, the difference between the results would be considered insignificant.
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Occlusions in Camera Systems During Walk Cycle
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Fig. 18. Number of occlusions when a human body walks straight.

Results from the T-test are shown in Table 1. The two-tailed P value is shown in the shaded
region. The null hypothesis can therefore be rejected. As a result, one can say that there is a
significant amount of statistical evidence, which points out that MIC markers generate fewer
occlusions than classical spherical markers, when a human subject walks straight through a
scene.
TABLE I
RESULTS FROM T-TEST.

Mean
Variance
Observations
Degrees of freedom
t Stat
P(T<=t) two-tail

Spherical Markers
34.683
9.321
79
107
23.837
1.314E-44

MIC Markers
25.734
1.813
79

D) Robustness toward Occlusions when a Subject Walks in a 8 Shape
This experiment is designed to investigate if the MIC markers generate fewer occlusions than
classical spherical markers, when a human subject walks through the capturing volume in a path
that resembles a figure-of-8 shape. A marker is regarded as being occluded if no part of it can be
observed in a captured image at hand. The experiment was conducted by first distributing 16
different MIC markers onto key positions of a human body. The subject then walked through a
scene surrounded by four cameras in a path that resembled a figure-of-8 shape, while video
footage was captured at 24 fps from all cameras. When the video footage had been captured, the
subject was equipped with traditional spherical markers before the process was repeated. The
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spherical markers were positioned at the exact same locations as the MIC markers to ensure
validity of the experiment.
The number of occlusions that were generated in the camera system as the subject walked
through the scene is shown in Figure 19. Each graph is generated from data that has been
captured over 223 time steps, as it took 9.29 seconds for the body to move through the scene. A
total of 889 images were therefore analyzed to generate each graph, as four images were captured
at each time step. When one inspects the graphs, one finds that the number of occlusions in
general was lowest when MIC markers were used. This finding is verified when one calculates
the average number of occlusions, as the mean number of occlusions per time step was 28.68
when MIC markers were used, and 32.34 when classical spherical markers were used. This
shows that MIC markers can generate fewer occlusions than classical spherical markers, when a
human subject walks in a path that resembles an 8 shape.
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Fig. 19. Number of occlusions when a human body walks in a path that resembles an 8 shape.

A T-test was conducted to investigate if the difference between the generated results is
significant. As in the previous experiment, a null hypothesis was employed. A T-test that
assumes un-equal variance was used, as an F-test showed that the variance in the dataset
generated by spherical markers is 4.261, and the variance in the dataset generated by MIC
markers is 5.66. Results from the T-test are shown in Table 2. The two-tailed P value is
displayed in the gray shaded region. One can observe that the P value is close to zero and the null
hypothesis can therefore be rejected. This implies that there is a significant statistical difference
between the numbers of occlusions that are generated by the two marker systems. One can
therefore say that it is statistically proven that MIC markers produced significantly fewer
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occlusions than classical spherical markers, when the subject walked through the capturing
volume in a path that resembles an 8 shape.
TABLE II
RESULT FROM T-TEST.

Mean
Variance
Observations
Degrees of freedom
t Stat
P(T<=t) two-tail

Spherical Markers
32.349
5.660
223
440
-17.061
1.83E-50

MIC Markers
28.686
4.621
223

IV. CONCLUSION
A set of new MIC markers, which address the occlusion and marker identification problems
that are associated with current OMC markers, have been described in this paper. Methods that
can be used to process data from the new MIC markers have also been presented. The presented
methods can: i) pre-process MIC marker data, ii) estimate missing MIC marker data, iii) identify
MIC markers, and iv) locate MIC markers in 2D images. Four experiments were conducted to
demonstrate how effectively the new technology addresses the occlusion problem. These
experiments showed that: i) MA-IDWI recreated missing data in bent line segments more
accurately than all the other evaluated interpolation algorithms, ii) 63.33% of 30 MIC markers
can be correctly processed, when occlusions are so large that classical spherical markers are
completely occluded, iii) MIC markers generated significantly less occlusions than classical
spherical markers when a subject walked straight, and iv) MIC markers generated significantly
less occlusions than classical spherical markers when a subject walked in a path that resembles
an 8 shape. This shows that the new MIC markers reduces the occlusion problem associated with
classical OMC markers, and that the devised hybrid MA-IDWI interpolation algorithm is ideal for
estimating missing data in MIC markers. These findings are important for the whole field of
motion capture, because Marker-based OMC currently is the most accurate form of motion
capture, and the occlusion problem is one of the most central problems for Marker-based OMC.
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